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Don’t worry...

...practicing more sustainable marketing needn’t be difficult. We’ve put together a shortlist 

of simple, practical and easy to implement steps that any business can take to make its 

marketing more planet-friendly and productive.

1. Make the telephone your first port of call

Save on time, and cut the carbon costs associated with travelling by picking up the phone 

and teleconferencing in place of meetings wherever possible. 

2. Get WebEx wise

Make use of the web for any part of the sales process that can be handled online. In some 

scenarios personal contact may be all-important, but using a WebEx or Webinar early on in 

the process saves wasted time and travel costs on unnecessary meetings just to find out if 

prospects are worth pursuing or not.

3. Paperless is more sustainable

Take a leaf out of Kindle’s book and use email marketing and e-newsletters instead of direct 

mail and printed newsletters. Today’s page-turning technologies make PDFs work just 

like a physical hard copy, with the added benefit of being able to add interest and boost 

engagement with  animations, video clips and direct web links.
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4. Trade your show budget for ‘Net gains

Many buyers now trawl the Internet for suppliers rather than taking the time out to 

visit trade shows. So why not consider a trial of applying what you would spend on your 

exhibition presence – new stand, travel expenses, accommodation costs, corporate 

hospitality – on online advertising with the likes of Google or LinkedIn.  It’s much greener and 

thanks to new found measurability – with Analytics in place you can quantify attributed sales 

– it could be far more effective. 

5. Be upwardly mobile!

Use mobile devices to their full potential and embrace app technology to promote your 

business proposition in inventive and engaging ways to new markets. 

6. Invite interaction

A really strong, easy to use and interactive online presence saves people from having to 

visit your business in person.  A great website not only markets your business effectively, 

but enables customers and prospects to minimise their carbon footprint in doing business 

with you.   Why not make use of Social Media recommendations - ‘Likes’ and ‘Google +1’s’ 

– to promote customer testimonial videos or vox-pops to relevant prospects? It’s way more 

effective than the old printed case study. 

7. If you can’t be paper free, recycle

When a job demands print, use recycled paper. If it looks as good as ordinary paper, be sure 

to feature a recycled paper logo to show your green credentials – or why not deliberately use 

a coarse, clearly recycled stock to make your ethics clear? Recipients will recognise it as such 

and credit you accordingly. 
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8. Stop press for PR

Use online wire services and email your press releases – its paper saving and actually 

makes life easier for journalists who can simply copy and paste into destination articles. 

Furthermore, online distribution of PR attracts inbound links – a mainstay of SEO.

9. Make the most of Social Media 

Compared to traditional networking and communications, Social Media is the green way 

to go – no paper, fuel costs or carbon output.  Arthur C Clarke had the right idea when he 

coined the phrase, ‘Don’t commute – communicate’ back in the 60’s. 

Social Media is also economically sustainable – it’s virtually free and access to a mobile 

phone or the ‘Net, is all you need to communicate globally. 
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